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Safety measures









ATTENTION! Read carefully the instructions written below and apply them
accordingly
Read carefully the manual prior using Visual VR3
Use Visual VR3 only on their
intended purpose, otherwise you can injure yourself
The device can function ONLY if it has attached a
mobile phone with the display between 4’-6,5’
and gyro sensor
To view the updated list with all compatible ALLVIEW
model, please visit www.allview.ro/visualvr or
www.allviewmobile.com/visualvr
For a satisfactory compatibility with Visual VR3, make sure the mobile is
updates and runs with the latest soft version
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Within this manual, you will find scenarios classified as shown
below:
Warning:

---

Attention

---

Note

---

Situations that could cause injury to yourself or
others
Situations that could damage the device or other
equipment
Notes, tips and tricks

Our company reserves the right to make changes in the content of the
manual without making this public. These changes will be posted on the
company's website at product changes are made . Web manual content
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may be different from those existing in the product , and the latter will be
considered the true and updated

Precautions & warnings on safety and health

NOTE. Carefully read all the instructions and implement
adjustments and use of the device Visual VR3 for the overall
security and comfort conditions






If you wear glasses , do not use Visual carriage VR3 over them. It is
recommended replacing spectacles with lenses.
If you suffer from heart problems , phobias ( eg acrophobia , airfobia, nyctofobia, polifobia
etc.) or other medical condition, please consult your doctor before using Visual VR3.
If you are pregnant , you are at a certain age or you present binocular vision
abnormalities(eg, decreased vision ) please consult a physician before using
the device
If you have or have had a history of seizures, episodes of seizure and/or blackouts
please ask your doctor before using the device.
For any state / anomaly felt, no matter how minor , incompatible with comfort ,
immediately discontinue use Visual VR3.
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Like pitch / roll post- landing symptoms, virtual reality can cause similar effects ( eg
upper abdomen discomfort , nausea , dizziness , flatulence , paleness, cold sweats ,
vomiting , hyperventilation ), felt for some while.
Avoid any activity that requires balance , coordination, high working capacity
(eg driving , handling tools/equipment , engaging in activities requiring
increased visual acuity and attention ditributor high)
Where do not comply with this indication, you can damage yourself phisically or those
around you, resulting in possible incidents with wounded or even death.
Due to the fact that the device can be used in virtual reality and reacts to the movements
of the head, to a prolonged use, there may be some muscle
aches, headache, numbness, tingling
Do not resume use until all the above mentioned effects have disappeared .
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Children experiencing virtual reality:

NOT intended for use by children under 13
Monitor your children closely when using Visual VR3 , especially at first contact
and first experiences with virtual reality
In the event of an anomaly, stop actioning and go to doctor
Limit the time of use of Visual VR3
Extended virtual reality Experimentation, particularly in children, can lead
to decreased hand-eye coordination and a negative impact of balance and ability
to work and concentration, and Visual acuității impairment

Tips and tricks

Începeți folosirea Virtual VR3 treptat, pentru a permite corpului dvs. o adaptare
graduală și în siguranță la realitatea virtuală.
Faceți pauze de 10-15 minute la fiecare 30 de minute de utilizare.
Obisnuiți-vă gradual cu mișcările necesare deplasării în realitatea virtuală și nu faceți
mișcări bruște la primele utilizări ale dispozitivului.
Pentru o experiență satisfăcătoare și confortabilă, evitați utilizarea Visual VR3 în cazul
în care: sunteți obosit, mahmur,nervos, anxios, aveți nevoie acută de odihnă, sau
suferiți de probleme digestive sau dureri de cap
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Excesul poate provoca dureri temporare;în caz de persistare,consultați medicul;

Proper environment for using Visual VR3

Visual VR3 gives you a virtual reality experience .
Virtual reality can simulate physical presence in real world places
(museums , city tours , etc.) or imaginary worlds ( games, movies ) . Virtual
reality offers unique experiences through VR applications , designed for
different uses. Even in the middle of the house you will be able to travel on
the African savannah or you can visit famous museums , furthermore , you
can enjoy all the adrenaline offered an amusement park .
 Ensure that you are in a safe environment , away from people, objects
(large, sharp , unstable etc. ) , away from open windows , balconies , stairs ,
etc.
Being an intense experience and unintentional transposition in a surreal
environment , we strongly recommend to always stay seated during the use
of Visual VR3.
IT’S STRICTLY FORBIDDEN TO USE THE DEVICE WHILE DRIVING
Do not use Visual VR3 while you are in a moving vehicle, as it can produce adverse
effects caused by real environment during virtual reality
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Package content
Check your product box for the following items :
• Visual VR3 , head-straps, special cleaning cloth and user manual
Articles found in the box are designed EXCLUSIVELY for Visual VR3 and may be
incompatible with other devices.
• Use only accessories provided by Visual Fan which have been tested and approved in
advance.Failure to do this may cause malfunction or functionality issues .
• Using Visual VR3 with devices other than those recommended may wave
the warranty .
DO NOT LEAVE THE DEVICE IN DIRECT SUNLIGHT; DISREGARD OF
THIS INDICATION CAN LEAD TO FIRE AND/OR DAMAGE THE
DEVICE/MOBILE PHONE
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Prior using Visual VR3
To be used effectively and without unwanted side effects, we strongly
recommend you to follow exactly the steps listed below:
Preparation of Visual VR3 usage:
1. After opening the purchased package, make sure that all articles there are in
the box above
2.Carefully remove the protective covers on the front cover and on the lenses
inside.
3. Place Visual VR lens pointing your nose and cut-out at the bottom .
( informative image )
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4. Place your device on your head and adjust the head-straps so that they
don’t feel:
- too loose
- too tight
- they will fall
-there is no reason of inconvenience
After fixation, place the device down to continue his preparation for use.
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Tilt to place phone

5. Open the hinged panel which will serve as mobile
phone holder; insert your mobile horizontally, with the
display oriented towards the inside of the device and the
back of it supported by the hinged panel
Folding flap
Phone support
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6. Once attached to the phone, you can close the choke, and then make sure
that the phone is positioned correctly, as shown in the image below
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Adjustment and focus




The principle of operation is similar to binoculars
After you have positioned the device comfortable on your
head,you can adjust individually to each eye, depending on
the visual acuity of possession, focusing effective
At the top of the device you will find two adjustments,
on the left, one for the left eye and one on the right,
for right eye
Adjustment is achieved by:
1.Dragging the left-right up to match exactly to individual
focusof the eye
2.Back and forth to adjust focal length for a clear picture

DON'T SKIP THE STAGE OF ADJUSTMENT OF LENSES AND
FOCUS; OTHERWISE ITMAY LEAD TO A HIGH DEGREE
OF DISCOMFORT
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Three simple steps for experimenting virtual reality with Visual VR3
1. For a better viewing experience we recommend that you calibrate your phone by
following the steps below:

NOTE. To calibrate the phone it is recommended to download the
"Cardboard" application fromPlay Store. For calibration , scan this code
with ONLY this application. Link app: http://bit.do/cardboardapp
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a) Download the " Cardboard " Play Store . Link app:
http://bit.do/cardboardapp

b) Access Cardboard and scan the QR code below :
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2. For a complete experience , applications should be
VR format designed .
Make sure the screen is divided exactly in half.

3. Install properly before use , according
related instructions .
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DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
Nr.1422

We, S.C. Visual Fan it, an S.R. in Brasov, str. No. 61 Trees, CP 500,313, Romania, registered at reg. com. Brasov under
no. J08/818/2002, CUI RO14724950, as an importer, we provide, guarantee and declare on their own responsibility, in
accordance with the provisions of art. 4 HG 1.022/2002 relating to the products and services that can put in danger the
life and health, safety and labor protection, the ALLVIEW, ALLVIEW brand VISUAL VR3 does not endanger the
life, health, safety at work, does not produce negative impact on the environment and is in accordance with:
The provisions of directives 89/686/EC, 93/68/EEC93/95/EEC relating to the products and services which are likely
to endanger the life, health,.
Conformity assessment procedure has been carried out in accordance with the provisions in force.
Corresponding to the essential requirements and other relevant requirements of the Directive 89/686/EC,
93/68/EEC93/95/UREEC.si standards EN1836:2005 + A1:2007; EN166, the product is in compliance with the standard.
The product has the CE marking. The Declaration of conformity is available at the address www.allviewmobile.com
Brasov
19R.05.2016

Director
Cotuna Gheorghe
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Basic information:
















Material: Environmentally Friendly ABS
Weight: 263g
Size: 194x117x127mm
Architrave sponge
Suitable size: 4.0"-6.5" display smartphones
Aspheric optical lens design
Three-end headband: Polyester + leather
Transparent Cover: Environmental protection polycarbonate, high gloss transparent,
enhanced virtual reality effect
Media player - Support 3D left-right split screen video playback
Best configuration: 5.5", resolution 1080P and
Minimum configuration for smartphone:
4 core
1GB RAM
Gyroscope
Android 4.0 or higher
Health and Safety warning!
Read and follow all warnings and instructions included in User Manual or on
www.allviewmobile.com!
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